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Mark of the Beast – Micro Chip Implant! 

 

(A message to help us understand how important it is to tell people not to put a 

microchip implant into their bodies, because it will cause them to go to hell.) 

 

A SERMON DELIVERED AT 

THE HAENERTSBURG CHRISTIAN CHURCH 

IN HAENERTSBURG, SOUTH AFRICA 

3th September 2017 
 

Dr. Ian F. Loughor-Clarke 

admin@haenertsburgchristianchurch.co.za 

 

Main Scripture: 

 

Revelation 13:15–18 
15 He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that it could speak 

and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. 16 He also forced everyone, 

small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on 

his forehead, 17 so that no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name 

of the beast or the number of his name.  
18 This calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him calculate the number of the 

beast, for it is man’s number. His number is 666. 

 

Introduction: 

 

Well good morning to you all and to all those viewers on YouTube and those that are 

listening on iTunes or podcast. It is such an honour and privilege to have you connecting 

and sharing this time with us. 

 

Well this is the fourth in the “End Time” series and I think I will end off today as I don't 

want to get too deep into this because I'd rather deal with issues of our getting ourselves 

ready and reaching the end. 

 

Let’s Pray 

 

I do however encourage you to put on your safety belts because this is going to shock you 

if you are not yet aware of the truths that I am going to share with you. I believe that very 

few in the world today really know what is going on and so would encourage you to go 

listen to this again and then share it with every friend that you have on any social media 

platform and send them this YouTube link. 

 

There is only one book in the world that speaks with full authority on all of life's issues:  

 

That is THE HOLY BIBLE –  

 

1) Where did we come from?  

2) What are we doing here?  

3) Where are we going?  
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One third of this Book is devoted to prophecy, or telling of future events and we are 

going to look at some of these passages today. Please note that these passages of 

Scriptures were written 2000 and some plus years ago. This means that we can have 

no doubt at the truth of the Bible and also and the amazing God that we serve. No one 

has any excuse today not to believe anymore in God. 

 

Jesus literally fulfilled 33 prophecies in the last 48 hours here on earth so we have no 

excuse not to believe it and it shows tremendous ignorance for anyone to say that they 

are atheists or agnostics.  

 

Amongst many of the signs that we see regularly reported by our fake newscasters are: 

 

o The sign of the Nation of Israel.  

o The sign of a one-world currency. 

o The sign of a world court in Den Hague. 

o The sign of the strengthening of the EU.  

o The sign of a global policing state under the UN.  

o The sign of churches uniting under the WCC banner 

o The sign of the mark of the beast being implemented around the world.  

 

The UN has 17 Goals to transform our world known as the 2030 Agenda. 

 

The UN is not asking permission, but issuing a command that the entire planet will commit 

to 17 sustainable development goals and 169 sustainable development targets designed to 

radically transform our world by 2030. The UN 2030 plan promoted by the Pope will 

advance Agenda 21 on steroids. 

  

Through a controlled media the mass populations will be told that this is all about saving 

the environment and “ending poverty.” But that is not the true agenda of Agenda 21. The 

true agenda of Agenda 21 is to establish a global government, global economic system, 

and global religion. When UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon spoke of “a dream of a 

world of peace and dignity for all” this is no different than when the Communists promised 

the people a “workers’ paradise.” 

 

Pope Francis clearly believes that Christians and Muslims worship the exact same 

God.  And so that helps to explain why he authorized “Islamic prayers and readings from 

the Quran” at the Vatican for the first time ever back in 2014.1 

 

For the UN 17 Goals known as the 2030 Agenda to be implemented it is going to cost 

US$5 trillion per year over the next 15 years equating to US$75 trillion. Now the world's 

wealth in gold is to $241 trillion. Now that means that it’s going to cost more than 31% 

of the world's wealth to achieve this and the tragedy is that these highly wealthy bankers 

today could fit this bill on their own, but want the world to do it with money that the 

countries of the world will have to lend from these elite bankers so that by 2030 the world 

is bankrupt and enslaved to these elite bankers which is already the case with many 

countries around the world.  

 

                                                 
1 http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-10-19/moving-toward-one-world-
government-one-world-economy-and-one-world-religion 

http://themostimportantnews.com/archives/islamic-prayers-to-be-held-at-the-vatican
http://themostimportantnews.com/archives/islamic-prayers-to-be-held-at-the-vatican
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The USA is almost bankrupt with US$19 trillion in debt and the USA fits about ¼ of the 

UN bill per year, which is just ridiculous and I hope that President Donald Trump stops 

the nonsense of the One World’s bleeding America dry financially.  

 

The 2030 Agenda – The UN 17 Goals 

 

No. GOALS INTERPRETATION 

1 End poverty in all its forms 

everywhere. 

Centralize all banks namely: World 

Bank and IMF and create a cashless one 

world currency. 

2 End hunger, achieve food security 

and improved nutrition, and 

promote sustainable agriculture. 

Continue with the GMO (genetically 

modified organism) project. 

3 Ensure healthy lives and promote 

wellbeing for all at all ages. 

Vaccination of the masses "Codex 

Alimentarius” (UN book of rules for the 

masses) 

4 Ensure inclusive and equitable 

quality education and promote 

lifelong learning opportunities for 

all. 

Compulsory education from cradle to 

grave in order to bring about UN 

brainwashing. 

5 Achieve gender equality and 

empower all women and girls. 

Population control through forced 

"family-planning" and the 

encouragement of abortions. 

6 Ensure availability and sustainable 

management of water and sanitation 

for all. 

Privatize all water sources and then sell 

it at exorbitant prices (like farmers 

already paying a rain tax). 

7 Ensure access to affordable, 

reliable, sustainable and modern 

energy for all. 

Create a smart grid with smart meters 

on everything and then sell it at 

exorbitant prices. 

8 Promote sustained, inclusive and 

sustainable economic growth, full 

and productive employment, and 

decent work for all. 

Enforce mega-corporate interests, 

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) free 

trade. 

9 Build resilient infrastructure, 

promote inclusive and sustainable 

industrialization, and foster 

innovation. 

Control all free travel. Pay to use all 

public transit, roads and vehicles of any 

kind and help with surveillance. 

10 Reduce inequality within and 

among countries. 

More one-world government laws, rules 

and bureaucracy. 

11 Make cities and human settlements 

inclusive, safe, resilient and 

sustainable. 

Enforce big data surveillance camera 

systems everywhere. 

12 Ensure sustainable consumption and 

production patterns. 

Forced reduction in public spending, 

consumption and production. 

13 Take urgent action to combat 

climate change and its impacts 

(taking note of agreements made by 

the UNFCCC forum). 

Heavily taxing nations for their carbon 

footprint. 

14 Conserve and sustainably use the Control all oceans with environmental 

http://unfccc.int/2860.php
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oceans, seas and marine resources 

for sustainable development. 

restrictions, which would include 

mineral rights. 

15 Protect, restore and promote 

sustainable use of terrestrial 

ecosystems, sustainably manage 

forests, combat desertification and 

halt and reverse land degradation, 

and halt biodiversity loss. 

Greater control over environmental 

resources and mineral rights. 

16 Promote peaceful and inclusive 

societies for sustainable 

development, provide access to 

justice for all and build effective, 

accountable and inclusive 

institutions at all levels. 

Create crisis and war around the world 

in order to create refugee camps etc. so 

that nations are unstable and need UN 

peacekeeping missions to intervene to 

creating a one-world police state. Law 

and order will be controlled through an 

international court. Implement gun laws 

worldwide.  

17 Strengthen the means of 

implementation and revitalize the 

global partnership for sustainable 

development. 

Remove national sovereignty 

worldwide in order to create a New 

World Order under the control of the 

UN who will be controlled, but the 

Antichrist. 

 

The Economist written in 1988 talks about the new world currency coming into effect in 

2018. This was sponsored by the Illuminati.  

 

 
 

SDR is an international reserve asset, created by the IMF (International Monetary Fund) 

in 1969. The value of the SDR is based on a basket of five major currencies - US Dollar, 

Euro, Chinese Renminbi (RMB), Japanese Yen, and British Pound Sterling. 

 

They are testing things and getting ready to launch the one world currency however we 

are not there yet, but it is coming.  
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Revelation 13:15–18 
15 He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that it could speak 

and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. 16 He also forced everyone, 

small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on 

his forehead, 17 so that no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark, which is the name 

of the beast or the number of his name.  
18 This calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him calculate the number of the 

beast, for it is man’s number. His number is 666. 

 

1. The Anti-Christ will create a one-world religion.  

 

Revelation 13:15 
15 He was given power to give breath to the image of the first beast, so that it could speak 

and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed.  

 

Now here you can see that in the end there will be a one world religion or religious system. 

If you choose not to worship the image you will be killed or need to hide very well.  

 

2. The Anti-Christ’s number is 666.  

 

Revelation 13:18 
18 This calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him calculate the number of the 

beast, for it is man’s number. His number is 666. 

 

Now I don't have time to get into this, but I'm sure that all of you are very aware of the 

fact that everything that you buy in the shops today has a barcode. 

 

Those of you that are not aware of the fact. The barcode is divided into two parts by three 

markers or space bars and these three markers represent the number 666. 
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Here's an example of a barcode and you can see the three red lines represent 666. Now 

this is the number of the Beast and his number is 6 because Jesus is number 7 in God's 

number is 8. 

 

Everything in the world now that is sold is based on a barcode system and this has paved 

the way for the mark of the beast. 

 

Let's go to the next point, as I'm not saying the barcode is the mark or the Beast but rather 

that this has paved the way for the mark of the beast to be implemented. 

 

3. The Anti-Christ will force everyone to take the Microchip. 

 

Revelation 13:16–17 
16 He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a 

mark on his right hand or on his forehead, 17 so that no one could buy or sell unless he had 

the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of his name.  

 

I find this so simple to understand that any child can grab a hold of the understanding of 

this passage and am amazed that John on the island of Patmos was able to put things so 

plainly from what God was revealing to him. 

 

Here we see that the Antichrist will eventually force every single person no matter who 

you are and what your status may be in society. This means that even those that are 

billionaires will be forced, meaning that they will have no option but to take the mark of 

the beast and it says that you will not be able to buy or sell unless you have the mark. This 
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is quite obvious then that this is not an issue of worship but an issue related to the ability 

to buy or sell an item. Are we now all on the same page. You get some people that foolishly 

say that the mark of the beast is talking about not worshipping on a Sunday or a Saturday 

and all of this nonsense, but it is not confirmed by Scripture. I do believe that you should 

worship and be in church on a Sunday with your brothers and sisters in Christ to get 

equipped for the work of the ministry and also to be made aware of the signs of the time 

and the age we are living in today.  

 

The point in the Scripture is that unless you have the mark of the beast you will not be 

able to buy or sell correct? Right? That means that for you to be able to buy or sell in the 

near future you will have to have a mark. Now what is that mark? 

 

I believe that this is obviously the microchip and to me this is an absolute obvious reality 

and truth, but I am not prepared to get in to any argument with any person in this regard. 

Let's have a look at the Bible and what it says about the word mark and after that if you 

still don’t agree with me then I cannot help you and we will then agree to disagree. 

 

What does the work “mark” means? 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“mark” is pronounced – Haragma and is spelled – charagma. 

 

χάραγμα, ατος, τό (Soph.+)—1. a mark or stamp engraved, etched, branded, cut, 

imprinted2 

                                                 

Soph. Sophocles, V BC 
2 Arndt, W., Gingrich, F. W., Danker, F. W., & Bauer, W. (1979). A Greek-English 

lexicon of the New Testament and other early Christian literature: a translation and 
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Now we see that the mark has got to do with something being cut, stamped, engraved, 

etched or printed into your right hand or forehead. There is no question about the mark 

now being something that is put on a right hand or forehead for the purpose of buying or 

selling. 

 

Now let's link the barcode with a microchip and with a little bit of wisdom we realise that 

we have hit the nail on the head. 

 

We are all on a computer from way back in 1976 they opened a computer in Brussels 

which was nicknamed "the Beast". If you have a birth certificate, you are on the computer. 

First of all they need your birth certificate, second they want your location and the third is 

your ID. All of these numbers will have 6 digits in them and this is your 666 system. By 

using link numbers they can link all the computers together and find out a whole dossier 

on you as an individual. Birthdays used to be day - month - year. They are changing this. 

The American system has always been month - day - year. What is significant about that?  

South Africa already has this correct, being: Year - month - day. The world government 

wants it to be the same worldwide.  

 

The second number they want on you is your mesh block and as you are well aware they 

have photographed every city on earth and have done mesh blocks and they know exactly 

where you live. You have big mesh blocks, medium and small. The number for 

Johannesburg could be 04. If it was Boksburg, it could be 27 for the smaller one and down 

to the streets where we live - 11 = 042711. So this tells them exactly in which mesh block 

you live and is not just for delivering your mail! The last number they give is an ID which 

they will gradually whittle down to 6 numbers and then they will have a 666 system and 

they can link all the computers together and have a full dossier on you as an individual.  

 

 
 

 

                                                 

adaption of the fourth revised and augmented edition of Walter Bauer’s Griechisch-

deutsches Worterbuch zu den Schrift en des Neuen Testaments und der ubrigen 

urchristlichen Literatur (p. 876). Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
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SPCA 

 

What is an Identipet microchip? 
It is a tiny electronic microcircuit sealed into a biocompatible glass tube. 

11mm long and 2mm wide (about the size of a grain of rice) 

What happens if my pet is lost? 
Most lost animals are taken to a vet or SPCA. The animal is scanned for a microchip, 

and the Identipet Database is contacted. Information (telephone and cell numbers, 

address and other owner details) is provided, and the owners are informed of their pet’s 

whereabouts. 

 

What does the microchip cost? 
The microchip and its insertion by a vet or SPCA can cost between R150 – R250. Your 

pet is then identifiable for life. The microchip never “wears” out. Your pet will always 

have an identity. 

 

Is there an Annual Identipet Service Fee? 
Yes. The current charge for this is R50.00 per year per animal. 

 

Where can I use Identipet microchips? 
The list is endless: 

* Companion animals 
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* Fisheries 

* Livestock 

* Wildlife 

* Cycad identification 

* Aviaries 

* Machinery 

……….and all this in an Identipet microchip the size of a grain of rice. 

www.getmeknown.co.za you will find this pricing structure for microchips. 

 

 

http://www.getmeknown.co.za/
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3 

It is the size of the grain of rice and would be the dumbest decision that you will ever 

make if you take this into your body.  

 

People think that this is very modern, but let me tell you it is not modern it is very stupid 

because you will then become a slave to the Anti-Christ the day you have that chip put in 

your body. You will become a slave to the system of this world and lose all privacy. 

 

Convenience of not having to carry anything or forgetting your passwords or getting it 

lost or stolen is how it will be marketed or should I say it is being marketed.  

                                                 
3 https://chipmylife.io/collections/implants/products/rfid-xem-tag-injection-kit-
dangerous-things 
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Yes it can make life a little bit more convenient because it can open doors, allows you to 

take photo copies at work, log into your phone, have all your health care record if you are 

in an accident, money transfers can be done so you don’t need to carry around your wallet 

and even tell others where you are in the world, make payment for anything in the future. 

This will means that you have no privacy and are just a number and servant to the system 

of the world. 

 

It is voluntary at this point, but will eventually become compulsory, because no one will 

take money and after they have phased our money they will phase out cards so you have 

to have a microchip.  

 

You could be wearing your identification in the future and will eventually force you to 

take it, but don’t even consider taking this microchip.  

 

YouTube Video: WI Employees Volunteer to Get Microchip in Hands.mp4 

 

Revelation 22:3–4 
3 No longer will there be any curse. The throne of God and of the Lamb will be in the city, 

and his servants will serve him. 4 They will see his face, and his name will be on their 

foreheads. 

 

Our foreheads are reserved for God and Him alone as well as our hand and in fact our 

bodies. 

  

4. The Anti-Christ will deceive billions. 

 

Daniel 12:10 
10 Many will be purified, made spotless and refined, but the wicked will continue to be 

wicked. None of the wicked will understand, but those who are wise will understand. 

 

I believe that God is busy purifying His church and getting rid of the chaff so that he can 

return to the bride that he promised he would return for and that is the bride without spot, 

wrinkle or blemish. 

 

The tragedy however is that billions of people will be deceived by the beast and already 

have been deceived and are taking the mark. 

 

I pray that you will understand and be wise and never enter into this so-called brave new 

world, by taking this microchip into your body, because it is a demonic plan so that we 

will end all up with no freedom what so ever.  

 

5. The Anti-Christ will not win in the end.  

 

2 Thessalonians 2:8 
8 And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will overthrow with the 

breath of his mouth and destroy by the splendor of his coming. 

 

1 Thessalonians 4:16–17 
16 For the Lord himself will come down from heaven, with a loud command, with the voice 
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of the archangel and with the trumpet call of God, and the dead in Christ will rise first. 17 

After that, we who are still alive and are left will be caught up together with them in the 

clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will be with the Lord forever. 

 

Revelation 20:4 
4 I saw thrones on which were seated those who had been given authority to judge. And I 

saw the souls of those who had been beheaded because of their testimony for Jesus and 

because of the word of God. They had not worshiped the beast or his image and had not 

received his mark on their foreheads or their hands. They came to life and reigned with 

Christ a thousand years. 

 

How awesome is this because in the end every knee shall bow and every tongue confess 

that Jesus Christ is Lord.  

 

How awesome is that that we can know that all ends well, because we worship and serve 

an all-consuming and powerful God.  

 

May you give your life to God anew and afresh today and commit to not being deceived 

into taking this mark of the beast and so curse your life for all eternity into the lake of fire 

in hell forever and ever and ever.  

 

Let us pray 

 

Amen. 

 

 
This sermon was preached by Dr. Ian Loughor-Clarke at Haenertsburg Christian Church 

on the 3rd September 2017. (c) Dr. Ian F. Loughor-Clarke, Haenertsburg Christian 

Church. For more sermons from Ian go to http://www.haenertsburgchristianchurch.co.za  

Except where otherwise noted, Scripture quotations are from the International Version 

Bible, Copyright © 1985 by The Zondervan Corporation.  Used by permission.   

All rights reserved. 
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